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“The impression I get from Anvi’s poems is that she is a strong, independent 
and thinking poet! One who believes in herself, has a voice of her own and is 
prepared to take risks to set her own course in life! A rebel with a cause... at 

such a young age!!”

Prakash Jha (Renowned film producer, actor, director and 
screenwriter)

“Anvi is a very gifted young woman. Anvi’s poems are extremely soulful, yet 
innocent and filled with promise.”

roshni nadar Malhotra (CEO - HCL Corporation and Trustee 
- Shiv Nadar Foundation)

“Anvi displays a disproportionate amount of maturity and talent, and the 
free flow of thoughts that one reads in her poems assures us that she will 

continue and delight us with more sonnets yet to come.”

Zia Mody (Founder and Managing Partner - AZB & Partners)

“Anvi’s work is striking with tones of rebellion and iconoclasm...and 
distinctly marked by a resolve to resist convention.”

arun M. kuMar (Chairman & CEO – KPMG in India)

The cards are on the table; you’re holding and 
I’m folding. 

I don’t want to play this game, but it doesn’t 
change the fact that I am. 

THEY know what I am.

THEY know what I’ve done.

BUT do they know who I am? Or do they see 
what everyone else sees? A broken enigmatist 
with nowhere to run? Well, if I can’t run, I’ll 
hide…

this is the story of fourteen years

and the fourteen months that changed it all

Incandescence paints a picture of the teenage 
psyche – confused, alone and scared. It talks 
about being brilliant, beautiful and different by 
simply being yourself.

By bringing together an anthology of poems, 
Incandescence embodies what it truly means to 
be human; what it means to feel scared; what it 
means to feel loved.

And what it means to feel like you were meant 
for something more.

Because you were.

And you are.

Relatable to all ages, all Incandescence needs is 
a cup of coffee, a reliable window seat and the 
will to imagine.

anvi tuteJa is a 
master mischief maker, 
secretly plotting world 
domination from her 
imaginary window seat 
in Gurgaon, India. She’s 
an aspirant philosopher, 
first-time author and 

a die-hard Potter Head. She sidelines as an Oracle of 
Prophesies, blogger at WordPress and her family’s self-
appointed movie buff.

Anvi has been reading and writing since she 
was three years old. For her, poetry is a coping 
mechanism, and in her words – one that doesn’t 
judge, doesn’t lie and doesn’t make you feel like 
you’re wrong for simply being the way you are.

Anvi Tuteja is a bundle of contradictions – she 
reads, but binge-watches anything Marvel; 
she doesn’t have a social media presence, but 
she writes a secret diary; and she is a walking 
Shakespeare encyclopedia, but also a constant 
music streamer.

In all her work, from her regular posts at her blogsite 
– anvituteja.com to her TEDx talk about New 
Emerging Technologies – Anvi Tuteja does it all 
with heart, impatience and love.


